Launcher Tee Test Result
(Testing done by an Independant Golf Lab)

All results below are based on comparative
statistics chosen from (4) Robotic Tests:
(2) Tests w/ Launcher Tee (8) Drive Avg
(2) Tests w/ Wooden Tee (8) Drive Avg

TEES TESTED
- vs Wooden Tee
Launcher Tee
Standard 2-3/4”

3” Modern Composite

TEST EQUIPMENT

WEATHER CONDITIONS

Club: Nike

T
Temp:
86 deg

Head: 9.5 deg SQ

Wind: Light to Mod

Shaft: ProForce 85 Gold

Humidity: 56%

Swg Wt: D-2.75

Cond: Cloudy&Warm
Wooden Tee

Ball Speed

Launcher Tee

144.89 (mph)

146.21 (mph)

Launch Angle

11.13 (deg)

12.21 (deg)

Spin/Backspin

3552 (rpm)

3190 (rpm)

Max Height

80.09 (ft)

86.20 (ft)

Flight Time

5.93 (sec)

6.07 (sec)

Carry Distance

234.63 (yds)

238.88 (yds)

Roll Distance

22 (yds)

25.75 (yds)

Total Distance

256.63 (yds)

264.63 (yds)

1. Launcher Tees Ball Speed was an increase of 1.32
mph faster off the tee.
2. There was an increased Launch Angle of 1.08
degrees.
3. The Ball Spin off Launcher Tee was 362 rpm’s less
than the standard wooden tee.
4. Due to achieved higher Launch Angle and
increased Ball Speed, the apex of ball ﬂight was
higher (6.11 ft). This also resulted in increased ﬂight
time.
5. The 8 shot average also showed an increase Carry
Distance of 12.75 ft and a roll distance of 11.25 ft
over the wooden tee.
6. Test results proved that Launcher Tee adds a total
Drive Distance of 24 ft over the standard wooden
tee.
When you add Launcher Tees Maximum Performance with its
Unmatched Durability it’s no wonder why many have concluded that Launcher Tee is overall the best tee available on

the market today!
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* LONGER / STRAIGHTER DRIVES !
* HIGH VISIBILITY COLORS !
* EXTREMELY DURABLE !
-Will last Months LAUNCHER-TEE.COM

LAUNCHER TEE & LAUNCHER TEE II
* Designed from a modern semi-soft composite with a
tapered shank design that gives it the Perfect Flex. Also
inherent with our material is less friction/resistance when
compared to wooden tees. Less friction / resistance = More
Distance

STRAIGHTER DRIVES!
Robotic testing proved Launcher Tee’s Awesome Accuracy

* Launcher Tee features a 36% Smaller Ball Seat Area
as compared to a regular
wooden tee. This also translates to less friction and less
resistance, equating to Longer Drives off the tee.
* Another feature of our modern composite is Durability.
These tees will last a very
long time. Wooden tees last
4-6 holes before they break and are discarded along with the
advertising on them. Launcher Tee, along with its advertising, will last Month after Month. We will put 1 Launcher
Tee up against a whole bag of wooden tees, anytime.

In short it is just what the name implies: a new golf product
that extends the life of wooden tees. The average golf tee last
4-6 holes before it is broken and discarded along with any
advertising on it. With Tee Guard the tee lasts 3x, 5x, 10x,
longer and more. If and when a tee does break, just insert
a new tee and receive more extended beneﬁts. Also the advertising on Tee Guard will just go on and on.

TEE GUARD CONFORMS TO THE
USGA AND R&A RULES OF GOLF.
* Made for all tees from 2 ½ thru 3 ½
- This we have achieved by having two
lengths of Tee Guards, one for 2 ½-2
¾ and another for 3-3 ½.

LAUNCHER TEE CONFORMS WITH USGA AND R&A
RULES OF GOLF

We tested Launcher Tee on a different day from previous tests
with little to no wind. The results were excellent in regards
to accuracy! As you can see in the chart above, our total average of (8) drives was Only 6ft off of the center line!

* Designed with two high visibility colors, White and Yellow.
These colors, as our tests have shown, really stand out on the
tee boxes. ( Launcher Will Be Very Hard to Lose )

The in-ﬂight carry distance before roll (not shown in graph)
had an average landing distance of only 4 1/2 ft off the center line!

* With Launcher Tee’s
superior distance and unique
durability along with its long
lasting Advertising ability,
ability
we feel certain it is The Most
Advanced Golf Tee Available on the market today.

With Launcher Tee and Launcher Tee II you will be hitting your Longest, Straightest Drives Ever!!

* LAUNCHER TEE II has all the ﬁne qualities of Launcher
Tee, (Maximum Performance, Extreme Durability, and
Long Lasting Advertising) but also has a built in limit stop
which gives the tee a Repeatable Ball Height. This was
formulated to be the Perfect Height for all 360cc to 460cc
drivers. Teeing it higher as all test results have shown, Produces Longer Drives.

WHAT IS TEE GUARD?

COMING SOON!
~ LAUNCHER P3 ~

For use on all Par 3’s or Tee off on any hole with your 3-7
wood or Hybrid club.

&

~ LAUNCHER G4 ~

For Par 3’s, Designed with a limit stop for a Perfect Repeatable Ball Height to ensure hitting the irons Sweet Spot,
Groove 4!

* Carry just one tee in your pocket
which makes your ball mark and divot
tool so much easier to ﬁnd. There will
also be fewer face and sole markings
on your driver.
* Made from a modern semi soft composite that gets stronger
with moisture. The more you use it the stronger it gets
* Golf tees will not eject with impact. This was achieved
through our internal locking ﬁns, which locks the tee in place
while maintaining easy insertion and extraction.
* Comes in two high visibility colors, white and yellow.
Research has shown Tee Guard to be very hard to lose.
* Longer tee life helps save one of our most important
resources, wood (Trees)
* The use of Tee Guard will also help clean up the tee
boxes from all the broken tees. Your golf course will appreciate the fact that they will have lower maintenance costs and
this is good for everyone.
* So it doesn’t matter is you are an experienced golfer or
just beginning, man or women, senior or younger golfer Tee
Guard can work for you

